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PRESS WRAP 
 
 
“Poulet aux Prunes” is a feast of a film, sometimes funny, sometimes sad, deeply human and often 
utterly fantastic in its vision, a whole world in itself, which leaves behind it mixed feelings of 
pleasure and deep melancholy, as all the best tales in this rich tradition should.    
                      THE NEW YORK TIMES 
 
 
The same winning balance of seriousness and humor that made "Persepolis" such a hit works equally 
well in "Chicken With Plums," whose visual flair proves that helmers Marjane Satrapi and Vincent 
Paronnaud have a career in live-action as well as in animation.              
                    VARIETY 
 
 
Live-action follow-up to "Persepolis" set in 1950s Iran blends humor and poetry with delightful 
artistry.                               THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 
 
 
“Film’s real magic is in how the duo has once again paid so much attention to detail, each character 
so immaculately designed and then richly portrayed by Almaric and company”.    
                                      Moveable Feast.com 



 
by Deborah Young 
 
Live-action follow-up to "Persepolis" set in 1950s Iran blends humor and poetry with 
delightful artistry. 
 
Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud co-direct a a colorful fantasy set in 1958 Iran. 
Both winsome and sophisticated, Chicken with Plums unfolds like a rich Persian carpet woven of 
memories and nostalgia in a colorful fantasy Iran of 1958, twenty years before the Islamic Revolution 
turned the country to somber grays. Though co-directors Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud 
opt to turn Satrapi’s graphic novel into a live action film, fans of their animated debut Persepolis will 
find plenty of animation and CGI interludes to spice up the story, which is anyway shot in a magical 
style of non-realism. Potentially the film has somewhat wider appeal than its predecessor, being based 
not on far-away political history but on easily recognizable characters who seem more French than 
Iranian. Festival prizes and critical support should help signal its specialness. 
 
Humor and imagination lead the viewer through the winding story, which flashes forward and 
backward amid dream sequences and fantasies. The life of Nasser Ali Khan (Mathieu Amalric), a 
world-famous violinist so unhappy he decides to die, is narrated by Azrael, the Angel of Death 
(Edward Baer), a great black caped figure with very white teeth, who makes his actual appearance 
appropriately late in the tale. 
 
The entire film is a search backwards in time for the reason for Nasser Ali’s drastic decision. He 
blames his wife (Maria De Medeiros) for breaking his prized violin during a quarrel. To find a 
replacement, he travels with his pestiferous young son up a mountain to reach an antique dealer, who 
gives them both opium and claims to have Mozart’s own Stradivarius for sale. Not even this 
magnificent instrument is enough to satisfy what ails Nasser Ali, however, and he takes to his bed, 
waiting for death to carry him off. 
 
In the eight days it takes for the Angel to come for him, the violinist relives his life, from his 
unsuccessful school career, bested by his nose-to-the-grindstone brother, to a loveless marriage to the 
math teacher Faranguiss (recounted by Maria de Medeiros in a 360° performance) to satisfy his bossy, 
chain-smoking mother (Isabella Rossellini in a warm cameo.) He’s not such a hot father, either, and 
the disastrous future of his two small kids is recounted in comic flash-forwards. Chiara Mastroianni is 
a hoot as the grown-up daughter, who has dedicated herself to smoking, drinking and gambling. His 
son’s fate in Wyoming is arguably even worse. 
 
In reality, the crux of the film is supposed to be Nasser Ali’s ill-starred love story with the beautiful 
Iran (Golshifteh Farahani) when he was a violin student in Shiraz. It detonates too late and too 
improbably to be very emotionally effective or heart-rending. Still, the metaphor of a girl named Iran 
who prematurely ages into a sad, gray-haired granny will not be lost on alert viewers. Radiating the 
joyful, dewy freshness of a latter-day Louise Brooks, Farahani is up to the mythic role Iran is called on 
to play. 
 
With his huge eyes and moustache, always feverishly fighting for his privileges, Amalric humorously 
spoofs the egocentric artist who is forced to learn his master’s lesson: great music is not about 
technique, but about deep feeling. As obvious as it sounds, it’s a lot to believe about a character this 
comical. 
 
The creativity of the artwork is fully matched by cinematographer Christophe Beaucarne’s amusing 
lighting and Udo Kramer’s magical sets (filmed in Studio Babelsberg), which view period Iran 
through the lens of poetry and the imagination. 



 
 
By Jay Weissberg 
 
The same winning balance of seriousness and humor that made "Persepolis" such a hit works equally 
well in "Chicken With Plums," whose visual flair proves that helmers Marjane Satrapi and Vincent 
Paronnaud have a career in live-action as well as in animation. Largely set in 1958 Tehran, the story, 
adapted from Satrapi's graphic novel, is a fail-safe tale of lost love leavened with panache, incorporating 
past and present with sweet and sour flavorings. It's a rich, enjoyable repast certain to grace screens 
worldwide, where many will come back for second helpings. 
 
Azrael, the Angel of Death (Edouard Baer), narrates "Chicken With Plums," so auds already know the 
protag's inevitable outcome. Nasser Ali (Mathieu Amalric) is a musician with a wife, two children, the 
enduring memory of a fatal first love, and now a wish to die. This urge for self-destruction arises suddenly 
(though it was obviously brewing), soon after he sees his former flame Irane (Golshifteh Farahani) on the 
street and she appears not to recognize him. The encounter triggers a troubled introspection that leads him to 
take to his bed, determined to die. 
From there the pic is divided into chapters, each one a day in the countdown of his soon-to-beextinguished 
life. 
 
Though the divisions are clear-cut, the sections themselves shift into past andpresent, filling in relationships 
with a delightful sense of playfulness that sweetens the bitterness but never tips into the sugary. The helmers 
realize this delicate balance partly by creating characters who aren't immediately likable: Nasser Ali is cruel 
and ill-tempered, while his wife, Faringuisse (Maria de Medeiros), is shrewish. Yet as the story develops and 
details of their past emerge, their motivations become clear, turning disappointments into softening agents and 
generating enough sympathy to produce a lump in the throat, the expected ending notwithstanding. 
 
What Satrapi and Paronnaud have really achieved is an evocation of a lost world, much as they did in 
"Persepolis." They've beautifully re-created the fiercely proud, Western-leaning life of the Persian middle class 
of the 1950s, all constructed in Berlin's Babelsberg studios with the kind of atmospheric quality of Fellini's 
Cinecitta-constructed Romagna (there's a nice visual homage to Fellini when Nasser Ali imagines being 
engulfed in Sofia Loren's outsized breasts). The side characters, such as Jamel Debbouze's two cameos, are 
lovingly constructed from the heightened haze of nostalgia, neither fully real nor fully cartoonish. 
 
The same can be said for the protags, all played initially on the cusp of exaggeration (Amalric's extrawide 
open eyes, de Medeiros' screechiness) before gradually developing into real people. Though comparisons may 
be made with the exaggerated stylings of "Amelie," the people in "Chicken With Plums" eventually lose that 
sense of artificiality, or rather it becomes superseded by real emotion. 
 
Satrapi, who apparently was largely responsible for guiding the performances, not only chose her cast well but 
unquestionably knew how to coax from them what she wanted -- not just for dominant thesps like Amalric, 
whose nervous energy is put to good use, but also more supporting ones, such as iconic beauty Farahani (not 
for nothing is her character named "Irane"). Chiara Mastroianni is terrific in her brief screen moments as 
Nasser Ali's grown daughter, Lili, hiding behind her long hair while tossing off deadpan lines, and even the 
two tykes playing young Lili (Enna Balland) and young Cyrus (Mathis Bour) are a delight. 
Stephane Roche's superb editing never makes the back and forth between past and present feel as if it's going 
to overwhelm the structure, and for the most part he and the helmers know exactly how long to hold a scene to 
elicit the maximum emotion or humor without pushing too hard. Sole exception is a flash-forward to the adult 
Cyrus (Christian Friedel) living an American sitcom life; while funny, it would be sharper if it were shorter. 
Animation is occasionally incorporated, as background or in a tale told by Azrael, reminding auds of the 
helmers' origins and furthering the pleasant sensation of a fairy-tale story turned human. Special effects are 
never in-your-face, and when they are used, such as lovely images with smoke, the effect is magical. Olivier 
Bernet's score matches the near-perfect balance. 



 

 
 
By Roderick Conway Morris 
 
“Poulet aux Prunes” (Chicken with Plums), which also appeared in-competition is adapted from the 
Iranian-born artist Marjane Satrapi’s graphic novel of the same name. It is her second celluloid 
collaboration with Vincent Paronnaud, following their hit animated feature “Persepolis,” but this time 
using more conventional sets and actors, although with many colorful, charming and amusing graphic 
touches. 
 
The opening scene in this fairy tale for adults is a magical, nostalgically recreated Tehran of the late 
1950s. A brilliant but disillusioned musician, Nasser Ali (Mathieu Amalric), loses his will to live after 
his treasured violin is broken and he cannot find another to replace it. To add to his troubles is his 
harridan of a wife, the teacher Faranguisse (Maria de Medeiros), whom his domineering mother, 
Parvine (Isabella Rossellini), had browbeaten him into marrying. But behind everything is a tragic, 
unfulfilled romance — happy endings are rare in the old tales of love in that part of the world — with 
the enchanting Irane (Golshifteh Farahani). 
 
“Poulet aux Prunes” is a feast of a film, sometimes funny, sometimes sad, deeply human and often 
utterly fantastic in its vision, a whole world in itself, which leaves behind it mixed feelings of pleasure 
and deep melancholy, as all the best tales in this rich tradition should. 
 
 
 



 
 
Moveable Feast.com by Stephen Saito 
 
TIFF '11 Review: Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud's Somber But Sweet "Chicken With Plums" 
 
In her introduction to “Chicken With Plums,” Marjane Satrapi explained that the wait for her latest 
collaboration with Vincent Paronnaud was extended by the fact that “no one wanted a live-action film from 
us” following the acclaimed adaptation of her graphic novel/memoir “Persepolis.” If you can remember from 
that film, the ever-defiant Satrapi, animated whether hand-drawn or not, has a way of silencing her doubters 
and her first live-action film is no exception, though it may benefit from slightly lowered expectations. 
 
As visually bewitching as their feature debut, Satrapi and Parronaud’s sophomore effort is a more slender tale, 
losing some of the deeply felt gravitas that naturally emanated from Satrapi’s personal experience without 
sacrificing any of its vibrant personality. Clearly, a shift in toolboxes hasn’t changed the duo’s approach to the 
sanguine story of Satrapi’s real-life relative Nasser Ali, a musician whose prized violin is destroyed, 
prompting him to commit suicide eight days later. But it is neither the violin or even necessarily Nasser that’s 
mourned, but rather the entire Ali family, which was born out of a slew of compromises that the film spends 
its duration getting to the bottom of. 
 
 If the filmmakers didn’t want to stray too far from their cartoon roots, they couldn’t have hired better than the 
wide-eyed Mathieu Almaric as Nasser and Maria de Medeiros as his neglected wife Faranguisse, a 
mismatched pair with a lonely daughter and a portly son to show for it. Of the four, only the boy is happy 
because he’s easily amused, and it’s all due to Nasser’s heartbreak decades earlier. Within the eight days 
following Nasser’s decision to die, the film moves back and forth to reveal the mystery of Nasser’s real pain 
and the impact it’s had on his wife and children in the past and the future. 
Although the film obviously takes a different form than their first, Satrapi and Paronnaud have developed a 
signature style – bittersweet in tone and episodic in function, beginning and ending some scenes as though 
they were ellipses with a slow fade in or out to black. “Chicken With Plums” would be easy to compare to the 
frenzied work of Jean-Pierre Jeunet, except its filmmakers are concerned with the mechanics of time as a story 
element as much as the zip and zag of storytelling, the importance of small gestures as well as big ones that 
linger for years and very well could be eternal for the Alis. 
 
Like “Persepolis,” it’s raucously funny at times, detailing Nasser’s fractured relationship with his brother with 
a flashback to when the two were in school and their teacher ordered the class to applaud one while booing the 
other, and later breaking form to present Nasser’s son’s tumultuous future as a gauche American sitcom. 
Chiara Mastroianni shows up from time to time as Nasser’s grown daughter Lili, a woman permanently 
scarred from when her father took her behind the scenes of a puppet show to see how they worked. 
 
Satrapi and Paronnaud are too skilled to ever show you the strings of “Chicken with Plums,” but the film’s real 
magic is in how the duo has once again paid so much attention to detail, each character so immaculately 
designed and then richly portrayed by Almaric and company that they remain the center of attention, even 
when there’s so much to take in visually within every inch of the frame. Still, it’s the simple pleasure of a story 
well told that resounds in “Chicken with Plums,” especially when that story is told in a different way. 
 
"Chicken With Plums" currently does not have U.S. distribution. It will play in Toronto once more on 
September 16th at the TIFF Bell Lightbox 1. 
 
 



 
 
by Ed Douglas 
 
We rounded out Day 2 on Friday with the premiere of Chicken with Plums, the new film from Persepolis 
directors Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud. It was a lovely film, very special, and it reminded us of 
vintage Jeunet, but unfortunately, the screening was way too late for us to form any coherent thoughts for a 
review. Hopefully, a distributor will pick it up (we'd recommend Sony Pictures Classics or Music Box Films) 
and more people will have a chance to check it out. 
 


